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Abstract—A new approach is presented to the problem of
beam alignment for large-dimensional millimeter-wave antenna
systems, with a single radio-frequency chain, based on the
application of the Kolmogorov Model (KM) framework to enable
learning-based beam alignment. Unlike the conventional exhaus-
tive search-based approach, the proposed KM does not require
the entire beam space search, i.e., the number of beam soundings
can be extremely smaller than the conventional approach, which
is achieved by exploiting the predictive power of KM. We
show, across several metrics, that by just sounding 25% of the
beams, the proposed method approaches the performance of the
exhaustive search method. Simulation results that validate the
training and test performance of KM and illustrate the new
method with significantly reduced overhead are presented.

Index Terms—Millimeter wave, beam-alignment, Kolmogorov
model, learning-based beam alignment, prediction.

I. INTRODUCTION

While it is true that millimeter-wave (mmWave) bands pro-
vide very large bandwidth connections to end users, contrary
to general belief, this does not necessarily translate to high
data rate. Preceding data transfer, the mmWave transmitter
and receiver must sound beams for finding the best transmit-
and-receive beam pair that maximizes the signal-to-noise-ratio
(SNR) of the link, whose procedure is termed “beam align-
ment”. In a mmWave multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
setting, the beam alignment is accomplished by selecting their
beams from a set of possible analog beam patterns (i.e., a
beam codebook) that the array can form. While beam sounding
is a practical means for beam alignment to establish a link
without explicit channel state information estimation, the use
of directional narrow beams for exhaustively searching the
entire beam space is an extremely time-consuming operation.

For example, if we let the cardinalities of the transmit
and receive beam codebooks be NT and NR, respectively,
assuming NT = NR = 32 requires NTNR = 210 channel
uses to complete the beam-alignment, whose overhead with
15 KHz subcarrier spacing could translate to 45% of the
frame resource [1]. While this example assumes the extreme,
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the overhead could easily overwhelm the available channel
coherent resources. This exhaustive beam searching has been
adopted in existing mmWave WiFi standards including IEEE
802.15.3c [2] and IEEE 802.11ad [3]. A conceptual illustration
of this approach is presented in Fig. 1. Hierarchical codebooks
[4], [5], compressed sensing-based algorithms [6], [7], over-
lapped beam pattern [8], [9], and beam coding [10], [11] have
been proposed over the years, establishing a “structured beam
alignment” paradigm for reduced overhead beam alignment.

Fig. 1: Exhaustive Beam sounding procedure (an example)
In this paper, unlike these previous techniques, we bring

a new hidden structure that enables “predictive beam align-
ment”, based on a learning-based beam alignment method
that is motivated by Kolmogorov elementary representation to
model a binary random variable [12], while reducing the beam
sounding overhead. Specifically, the proposed Kolmogorov
model (KM) for the learning-based beam alignment fulfills
four design criteria: (i) prediction performance in terms of
using the sounded observations to predict the performance
of unsounded beams, (ii) computational complexity, i.e., it
does not result in a noticeable increase in complexity, (iii)
interpretability of the representation in terms of the insight
that the representation offers about the sounded observations.
While there exists a battery of different models that perform
rather well on criteria (i) and (ii) (e.g., matrix factorization,
deep neural networks, and low-complexity beam alignment
[4]–[11]), they do not offer interpretability, and, (iv) analytical
guarantees on the SNR of the sounded beams (as the proposed
KM is rooted in probability theory).

II. MOTIVATION AND NOVELTY
The fast-paced advances in machine learning were largely

enabled by the extensive development of (mathematical) mod-
els for machine learning (ML). Over the past decades, various
different models have been developed, ranging from simple
linear (e.g. linear regression), to matrix factorization [13],
deep neural networks (and their all their variants).In spite of
the numerous techniques proposed over the years, they mostly
follow a black-box model, where prediction performance is
the main design criteria, and thus lack interpretability (i.e.,
not providing insight on relations among the data). While a
comprehensive definition of interpretability is far from agreed
upon, causality in ML emerges a critical feature: a causal
model automatically learns causal relations in the training set.
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A. Kolmogorov Models

The proposed work is an application of our investigations of
Kolmogorov Models (KMs) in [12] in the context of causal ML
models. The approach consists of learning a KM associated
with collection of binary random variables (RVs). We consider
a doubly-indexed set of binary RVs, i.e., Xu,i = 1 (or Xu,i =
2). The indexes of the RVs are taken from a dataset, D, i.e.,
(u, i) ∈ D. Stated differently, the probability a RVs, Xu,i,
takes the value 1, denoted by P[Xu,i = 1], is modeled by an
inner product of a Probability Mass Function (PMF) vector,
θθθu, and a binary indicator vector representing its support, ψψψi:

P[Xu,i = 1] = θθθTuψψψi, (u, i) ∈ D (1)

Our proposal will be to learn a KM corresponding to a training
set, denoted by K, of empirical probabilities. Specifically, the
learning will consist in optimizing the KM parameters, i.e.,
{θθθu,ψψψi}, corresponding to the training set K ⊆ D, consisting
of empirical probabilities, {pu,i | (u, i) ∈ K}. Moreover, UK
and IK are defined as K = {(u, i) | u ∈ UK ⊆ U , i ∈ IK ⊆
I}. This results in the following optimization problem:

(P )

argmin
{θθθu,ψψψi}

∑
u,i∈K (pu,i − θθθTuψψψi)2

s. t. θθθu ∈ P, ψψψi ∈ BD
, (2)

where P is the D-dimensional unit probability simplex. The
difficulty of optimizing problem (2) arises from the coupling
of the variables and binary constraint of ψψψi.

Learning Algorithm: Here we review the main steps of
the learning algorithm proposed for solving (P ) in [12]. We
used the Block-Coordinate Descent (BCD) framework to solve
(P ), which splits (P ) into two subproblems. Given {ψψψ(n)

i } at
iteration n, we first refined the current PMF estimate θθθu, as

(P1) : θθθ
(n+1)
u ∈ argmin

θθθu∈P
f(θθθu) , θθθTuQQQ

(n)
u θθθu − 2θθθTurrr

(n)
u ,

whereQQQ(n)
u ,

∑
i∈IK ψψψ

(n)
i ψψψ

(n)T

i and rrr(n)u ,
∑
i∈IK ψψψ

(n)
i pu,i.

We then refine the current indicator vector estimate, ψψψi as

(P2) : {ψψψ(n+1)
i } ∈ argmin

ψψψi∈BD

g(ψψψi) , ψψψTi SSS
(n+1)
i ψψψi − 2ψψψTi vvv

(n+1)
i

where SSS
(n+1)
i ,

∑
u∈UK θθθ

(n+1)
u θθθ

(n+1)T

u and vvv
(n+1)
i ,∑

u∈UK θθθ
(n+1)
u pu,i. Thus, the learning algorithm alternately

and iteratively solves each of the subproblems, (P1) and (P2).
We proposed a low-complexity Frank-Wolfe algorithm to solve
(P1) - a convex problem (see Table I in [12]). Moreover, we
used a semi-definite relaxation (see Table II in [12]) to bypass
the combinatorial nature of (P2).

Causal Relations: Once the KM is learned by solving (2),
we derived a sufficient condition which yielded a causal
relation between two RVs in the training set, Xu,i and Xu,j ,
as follows [14]: if [Xu,i = 1] ⇒ [Xu,j = 1] where “⇒”
is the implication from mathematical logic. Stated differently,
knowing the outcome of the RV Xu,i, implies (completely
determines) the outcome of RV, Xu,j Though applying the
causal relation to the beam-alignment problem yields valuable
insight, we leave this for future work.

B. Novelty of Proposed Method

Advantages of KMs: Recall that the inner product between
ψψψi and θθθu in (1) is reminiscent of matrix factorization and
its many variants [13], [15], where these methods model
the random elements as an inner-product of two arbitrary
vectors (i.e., without an underlying mathematical structure). In
contrast to all such methods, the inner-product in the proposed
KM, (1), models the outcome of a RV, in a strict Kolmogorov
sense. While the idea of modeling binary RVs as elements on
a Kolmogorov space, i.e., (1), is based on established results
in probability theory, the proposed learning model, (P ), and
the causal relations are novel. We observed that prediction
performance of KMs outperforms many competitive methods,
in the context of movie recommendation systems and gene
expression data [12].

Novelty of current work: In this work, we will extend
the KM to the mmWave beam-alignment problem. The beam
alignment problem in mmWave MIMO channels is first formu-
lated as finding a KM representation of the received SNR as-
sociated with a sounded beam pair. We provide an algorithmic
approach to find the best KM. Our method yields theoretical
guarantees – the probability that the SNR of a given pair of
transmit/receive beams is greater than some threshold, α, is
above a certain value. By selectively sounding only subsets of
both transmit and receive codebooks, we greatly reduce the
signaling overhead compared to the exhaustive sounding.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider a mmWave MIMO setting, where a multiple-
antenna base station (BS) and user equipment (UE) wish to
align the best beamformer and combiner pair to establish
an initial link. The BS and UE are equipped with NT and
NR antennas, respectively. We assume low-cost/complexity
architecture where a BS and a UE each have a single radio-
frequency chain. The BS selects its analog beamformer fffu ∈
CNT from a codebook of feasible beams choices, u ∈ T ,
where T is the corresponding index set. Moreover, the UE
selects its analog combiner wwwi ∈ CNR from a codebook i ∈ R
with R the index set of the codebook. Thus, the signal at the
UE corresponding to beam pair (u, i) is given by,

yu,i = wwwHi HHHfffusu + ni, ∀ (u, i) ∈ T ×R, (3)

where HHH ∈ CNR×NT is the MIMO channel. Moreover, su =
1
√
Pu is the pilot symbol associated with fffu (having power√
Pu), and ni = wwwHi nnn is the effective additive white Gaussian

noise with unit variance. Similarly to other works on subspace
estimation, channel estimation, and beam-alignment [4]–[11],
[16], we assume thatHHH is slowly block fading, i.e., the channel
is static for a channel coherence interval, I channel uses. We
further assume that HHH is unknown to both BS and UE.

We define the receive SNR for the beam-pair (u, i) as

SNRu,i = Pu|wwwHi HHHfffu|2, ∀ (u, i) ∈ T ×R (4)

Due to the lack of channel knowledge, the UE is not able
to compute the SNR in (4). Rather, the UE will approximate
it using an instantaneous Received Signal Energy (RSE), i.e.,
γu,i = |yu,i|2, ∀(u, i) ∈ T ×R. Our goal is to find the optimal
beam-pair to maximize, γu,i without exhaustively sounding all
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the beam-pairs in the BS and UE codebooks. We will assume
that γu,i ≈ SNRu,i, for each beam-pair (u, i).

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

A. Proposed Learning-based Beam-alignment
Instead of sounding the entire BS and UE codebooks, T and
R, as in Figure 1, we use the subsampled codebooks of beams,
RS and TS such that, RS ⊂ R and TS ⊂ T . The subsampled
codebooks have much smaller sizes, i.e., |RS | � |R| and
|TS | � |T |. We will then exhaustively sound the subsampled
codebook of beams, RS and TS (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: proposed method for beam-alignment

Interpreting True (model) probability: Here, we discuss
the application of the proposed KM to the problem at hand. We
say that beam-pair (u, i) has a ‘’good” SNR, if the resulting
SNR is above a predetermined threshold α, i.e., SNRu,i ≥ α.
Formally, we define the equivalence between the event [Xu,i =
1] in (1) and [SNRu,i ≥ α]. Applying the same probability
measure, P[·] in (1), to these events gives:

P[SNRu,i ≥ α] = P[Xu,i = 1] (5)

Stated differently, Xu,i = 1 model the case where the SNR of
beam-pair (u, i) is above α. Thus, P[Xu,i = 1] (resp. P[Xu,i =
2]) in (1) denotes the probability that the combination of beam-
pair (u, i) yields a good SNR (resp bad SNR).

B. Building The Training Set
The SNR resulting from the subsampled codebooks will be

used to construct the training set. The training set consists
of empirical probabilities {pu,i}, which are assumed to be
close approximations of the true (model) probabilities in (5).
Evidently, there are several ways of estimating these empirical
probabilities, each resulting in a different tradeoff. We will
compare two such methods.

1) One-shot estimation (OSE) of empirical probabilities:
pu,i, which is the empirical probability for beam-pair (u, i)
having a good RSE γu,i, should be increasing with γu,i.
Formally speaking, pu,i =

γu,i

C , where C is a normalization
factor to ensure that pu,i ≤ 1,. We use the following way to
compute the empirical probability,

pu,i =
γu,i

max{γu,i|(u, i) ∈ TS ×RS}
,∀(u, i) ∈ TS ×RS . (6)

For the OSE method, sounding all beam-pairs, estimating the
above empirical probabilities, and running learning algorithm
to solve (P ), are performed just before the end of the coher-
ence interval, t = I . Specifically, each beam-pair is sounded
in different time-slot, until all beam-pairs are sounded at the
end of the coherence interval, t = I .

2) Frequency estimation (FE) of empirical probabilities:
Naturally, better estimation may be achieved by using a FE
over an interval of T time-slot. Here, we estimate the empirical
probability associated with each beam-pair, over a series of
time-slots, t = {1, 2, 3, ..., T}, where T is the estimation
interval, i.e., number of frames for the FE method. The
empirical probabilities is successively refined over these time-
slots, until the coherence interval t = I .

Let p(t)u,i denote the estimate of the empirical probability,
pu,i, obtained at time-slot t. We thus sound beam-pair (u, i)
over a succession of time indexes, t = {1, ..., T}, thereby
allowing us to estimate the empirical probability via frequency
estimation. Thus, we let y(t)u,i = wwwHi HHHfffusu + n

(t)
i , and,

γ
(t)
u,i = |y

(t)
u,i|

2 , t = {1, ..., T},∀ (u, i) ∈ TR ×RS , (7)

where y(t)u,i and γ(t)u,i are the resulting receive signal and RSE at
time-slot t. Using the FE method, we will count the number of
events where the condition [γ

(t)
u,i ≥ α] holds for t = {1, ..., T}.

Formally, the FE for p(t)u,i is expressed as

p
(t)
u,i=

1

t

t∑
l=1

I[γ(l)u,i ≥ α], t={1, ..., T},∀(u, i)∈TR ×RS , (8)

where I[·] is the indicator function. The final/best estimate
of the corresponding empirical probability is at the end of
the estimation interval, i.e., p(T )

u,i . The same process is done
for all the beam-pairs in the subsampled codebooks. For the
FE method, we perform beam-sounding and compute/refine
the above empirical probability estimates, during each time-
slot t. However, the learning algorithm to optimize the KM
parameters is performed at the end of the coherence interval,
t = I . The approximation P[SNRu,i ≥ α] ≈ p

(t)
u,i becomes

tight as T grows.

C. Proposed Implementation of the Overall Algorithm

1) Proposed Learning Algorithm: To learn the KM parame-
ters, {θθθu,ψψψi}, the empirical probabilities, {pu,i}, are first used
to construct the training set, {pu,i | ∀(u, i) ∈ TS ×RS}. pu,i
is computed either with one shot estimation, in (6), or with
frequency estimation, in (8). After constructing the training
set, we will use the KM learning algorithm to find the KM
parameters, {θθθu,ψψψi}, by solving (P ): the main steps are
summarized in Sec II, and detailed in Algorithm 1 in [12].
We denote by {θ̂θθu, ψ̂ψψi} the solution to (P ), returned by the
KM learning algorithm.

2) Proposed method for prediction: We will exploit the
predictive power of the KM that we learn, to predict over
a different test set. Specifically, we use the learned KM
parameters, i.e., {θ̂θθu, ψ̂ψψi}, to predict the probability that SNR
beam-pair combinations (which were not sounded), have a
good SNR. Given the model parameters optimized over the
training set K, {θ̂θθu, ψ̂ψψi}, the set of predicted probabilities
(corresponding to beam-pairs which were not sounded) is
expressed as {p̂u,i := (θ̂θθu)

T ψ̂ψψi | (u, i) ∈ L} where L is the
test set. Finally, we pick the optimal beam-pair as the one with
the highest probability, for both training and test sets:

(u?, i?) = argmax(u,i)∈L∪K (θ̂θθu)
T ψ̂ψψi. (9)
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Finally, fffu? and wwwi? are employed as transmit and receive
beams, respectively. The overall proposed algorithm is sum-
marized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Proposed KM-learning beam alignment

1: for each t = 1, . . . , T do
2: for each beam-pair (u, i) ∈ K do
3: Sound beam-pair (u, i) and compute RSE γ

(t)
u,i

4: Upd. p(t)u,i =

{
γ
(t=1)
u,i / C, for OSE in (6)

1
t

∑t
l=1 I [γ

(l)
u,i ≥ α], for FE in (8)

5: end for
6: end for
7: Find KM parameters corresp. to {pu,i∀(u, i) ∈ K}:
8: - compute {θ̂θθu, ψ̂ψψi} using Alg.1 in [12]
9: Compute test set p̂u,i = (θ̂θθu)

T ψ̂ψψi ∀ (u, i) ∈ L
10: Pick optimal beam-pair (u?, i?) in (9)
11: return (u?, i?)

V. NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS

A. Numerical setup

We show the learning performance of the two proposed
algorithms - OSE and FE in this section over 100 Monte Carlo
runs. We evaluate the several performance metrics, setting
NR = NT = |R| = |T | = 64, while varying the parameters
such as, |RS |, |TS |, α and D. We first select the subsampled
codebook, TS , and RS (at random) and fix them for the rest of
the simulations. We define the sampling rate as the fraction of
beam-pairs in the subsampled codebook, to the total number
of beam-pairs in original codebook, i.e., S = |TS |×|RS |

|T |×|R| . We
employ a grid search to tune the hyper-parameters of the KM
learning algorithm and mitigate overfitting [12]. We then sound
the subsampled BS and UE codebooks, i.e., TS and RS . While
the training set, K, consists of the subsampled beam-pairs,
TS ×RS , the test set, L, comprises of beam-pairs that are not
sounded, i.e., (T ×R)− (TS ×RS).

B. Training/Test Error Performance Results

We use the Normalized Root Mean Squared Error (NRMSE)
as error metric for the training and testing phase, defined as:
Training NRMSE = [ 1

|K|
∑

(u,i)∈K
(
(θ̂θθu)

T ψ̂ψψi − pu,i
)2
]1/2 and

Test NRMSE = [ 1
|L|
∑

(u,i)∈L
(
(θ̂θθu)

T ψ̂ψψi− p̂u,i
)2
]1/2. We will

focus on the performance of the proposed KM with the FE
variant, termed KE-FE, as it renders better performance than
the KM using OSE. Nevertheless, these two variants can be
applied to learn the underlying beam alignment model.

Fig. 3 plots the training and test NRMSEs of the KM-FE
method, as a function of the SNR, for D = 8. We vary the
sampling rate, S (in Fig. 3 (a), Fig. 3 (b), Fig. 3 (c)), and
the threshold α. We observe from Fig. 3 (a) (with a sampling
rate of .1) that the training/test performance critically depends
on the choice of threshold, α: for instance, by selecting α =
16 dB, the proposed KM-FE method achieves an arbitrarily
low training and test error (≤ .02), for all SNR values above
−5 dB. Fig. 3 (b) and Fig. 3 (c) have the same setup, just

increasing the sampling rate to .25 and .5, respectively: we see
that conclusions for Fig. 3 (a) are also true here. Moreover,
the gap between training and test error (for a given value of
α) decreases, as the sampling rate increases: In fact, for a
sampling rate of .5, the training and test NRMSE are almost
indistinguishable, for each value of α. This indicates that the
model size, D, “matches” the size of the training set, i.e., no
overfitting is present (due to hyper-parameter tuning). Finally,
we observe that the training and test NRMSE are essentially
the same, as the sampling rate varies from .1 to .5. Thus, with
a very small sampling rate of .1 (i.e., just sounding 10% of
the beam-pairs in original codebooks), the proposed method is
able accurately predict (prediction error ≈ .02) the state of the
remaining 90% of the beam-pairs (which were not sounded).

1) Beamforming gain Performance: We evaluate the beam-
forming gain of the optimal beam-pair in (11), defined as,
G =

Pu‖wwwH
i? HHHfffu?‖22

σ2
n‖wwwi?‖22

, as a function of the SNR. We benchmark
against the exhaustive search (exhaustive beam sounding),
wherein every beam-pair in the original codebook is sounded,
and the pair having the maximum SNR is selected. Thus, the
sounding overhead of this exhaustive search method is |T ||R|.

In Fig 4, we show the beamforming gain of the optimal
beam-pair, G, for the proposed KM-FE method, for several
values of the sampling rate. Fig 4 (a) shows these results
for a very low sampling rate (.05), and several values of the
threshold. We observe that a careful value of the threshold, α,
is needed, as the beamforming gain of the proposed KM-FE
is very much dependent on α. Indeed, the beamforming gain
increases as the threshold value, α, increases. Specifically, the
beamforming gain of the optimal beam pair that KM-FE (with
a threshold of 16 dB and sampling rate of .05) yields is similar
to the gain of the optimal beam-pair for the exhaustive search
method. We observe similar behavior in Fig 4 (b) and Fig 4 (c),
which have a larger sampling rate. Moreover, the gap between
the optimal exhaustive search solution, and the proposed KM-
FE method, decreases, as the sampling rate increases.

In Fig. 5, we have displayed the beamforming gain of the
proposed KM-FE as a function of sampling rate, for two SNR
values (−15 and 15 dB). For the low SNR (SNR= −15 dB)
in Fig. 5 (a), we observe that the beamforming gain of the
proposed KM-FE method (for a threshold α = 16 dB) is
essentially the same as the optimal exhaustive search, when
the sampling rate is below 50%. Consequently, the proposed
KM-FE achieves the same beamforming gain as the optimal
exhaustive search, despite sounding only half of the original
codebooks. We also reiterate, for these results, the importance
of choosing a good value of the threshold, α. We observe
the same trends from Fig. 5 (b), for the high SNR regime
(SNR= 15 dB). Moreover, we see that gap between the
beamforming gain of the proposed KM-FE and the optimal
exhaustive search is negligible for the low SNR. Thus, the
importance of proposed method is in the low SNR regime.

VI. CONCLUSION

A new approach to the mmWave beam alignment problem
has been presented. The approach is based on the application
of the KM criteria for modeling the beamforming gain. We
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(b) Sampling rate: 10%
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(c) Sampling rate: 25%
Fig. 4: Beamforming gain vs SNR: |T | = |R| = 64, D = 4
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Fig. 5: Beamforming Gain vs Sampling Rate: |T | = |R| = 64,
D = 8, T = 8

introduced OSE and FE methods for the elementary proba-
bilistic representation of the beamforming gain. Unlike the
conventional exhaustive search-based approach, the KM can
learn and predict the entire beam space by sampling a small
portion (5−−25%) of it. By leveraging the predictive power of
KM, the performance of the KM was demonstrated, showing
that the proposed method exhibit strong resilience in the
low SNR regime. The proposed learning-based technique has
immense potential to enable the low-overhead beam alignment,
which is critical especially to mmWave systems that are
limited by a shortage of channel coherence resources.
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